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Why not throw an ice cream wrapper on the ground or a soda can on the beach? One young lad
finds out that there is a new plan in play – keeping our earth and environment clean. His mother
uses a trip to the beach, the market, and a bathtub full of bubbles to explain the importance of
caring for our earth and ourselves. She reveals another little secret, but you’ll have to read the
book to find out what that is.All in rhyme with 25 delightful illustrations.Be sure to take a peek at
THE MONKEYS WHO TRIED KINDNESS, another charming, rhyming book by Sally Huss.This
children’s picture book is part of the wonderful collection of children’s books by Sally Huss.

About the Author"Bright and happy," "light and whimsical" have been the catch phrases attached
to the writing and art of Sally Huss for over 30 years. Sweet images dance across all of Sally's
creations, whether in the form of children's books, paintings, wallpaper, ceramics, baby bibs,
purses, clothing, or her King Features Syndicated newspaper panel "Happy Musings." Sally is a
graduate of USC with a degree in Fine Art and through the years, has had 26 of her own
licensed art galleries throughout the world. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Jbarr5, “Going green. Think Green! Think Green! (Rhyming Children's Picture Book About
Caring for Our Planet) by Sally HussColorful children's book about spring and the green things
that will come to life.On the tablet you are forced to read the book sideways. Mother explains
what going green means and how they can help.Not only food sources but trash things. Very
descriptive pictures show what words say.Other works by the author are highlighted at the end.”

RIC, “Think green think sections. Tried to use it for a Girl Scout Daisy meeting to earn a petal. It's
a good story but too long for the girls. They lost interest. I would have liked to read half at one
meeting and half at another. (6 yo) it would be a great bedtime read for two nights.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Adorable. I thought it was adorable and a great way to start children
thinking about preserving the planet. I especially liked the larger print.”

BD Mc, “I want to think green!. Sawyer, my 3 year old grandson liked when the little boy put away
his trash. His friend, Benny, would like this story because he throws away his trash. Sawyer liked
all of the story.”

Evie, “Thinking greener!. Read this with my 20 month old, she loved the illustrations. She
seemed to connect to something on each page. I’m a huge fan of “Thinking Green” So sharing
this story with my kids is awesome and inspiring for them.”

Beatriz, “Nice story. An important message told through whimsical rhyme. My grandson enjoyed
it very much.Not only does it teach to care for the planet but also to be mindful about self-care.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very cute. I enjoyed reading this book to my daughter her favorite part was
seeing him pick up his trash and throw in the recycling bin after he got yelled at by his mom for
littering”

superted, “decent topic to keep kids interested. My 4 year old enjoyed it and learnt some things
about keeping our environment clean.Wish I could flag the spelling error of ORGANIC.”

Shaidh, “Educational and cute. I enjoyed how vibrant this story was. The words were easy to
digest which makes it a nice educational tool for young readers. I did hope there would be some
illustrative examples of what would happen when we don't "Think Green" but this is a great
introduction to keeping our world cleaner.”

The book by Sally Huss has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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